BRANDBASTION

2018 Holiday Shopping Season: Apparel Marketing

‘Tis the Season: 5 Benefits to
Managing Facebook Ad Comments
Effectively this Year End
Real comment examples included

Comments can be utilized to identify new sales opportunities, provide better customer
service, assess the impact of campaigns, prevent public relations incidents, and understand
perception of products or a brand. Effective comment management can ultimately drive
higher positive sentiment and conversion rates this holiday season.

How can I get this one?

...

The code doesn’t work!

Oh my gosh. I'm really
waiting for this

Andrea Karpinsky

Worst deal ever
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1. Tap into every sales
opportunity

The comments section of ads from
apparel, footwear, and accessory
brands are often littered with
comments from users wanting to
know more about the products,
especially during the year end
when audiences are in “shopping
mode”.
Users who post questions about a
product or how to purchase it are
signaling clear purchase intent.
They represent a consumer
segment with high potential for
conversion.
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Respond promptly to customer
inquiries to push them closer
toward conversion and to
showcase your brand’s ability to
offer great customer service.
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2. Protect ad spend when
technical issues occur

Campaigns that involve dynamic catalog ads or
promotional codes are great ways to drive sales,
but from time to time, things can go wrong. There
may be discrepancies in the catalog description or
price, or there may be issues with the promo code,
such as:
●
●
●

It may be misspelled in the ad copy,
It may not be working on the website, or
It may be too complicated for people to use it
efficiently

Often, these issues go undetected and by the time
is is discovered, thousands of dollars may have
been poured into an ad that doesn’t work.
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TAKE ACTION
Users are usually quick to point out when something is not working on an ad - the question is,
are brands listening? These types of issues can’t always be prevented, and human mistakes
occur, but reacting in real-time can save significant ad spend from being wasted.
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3. Keep comment feeds
free of spam and scam

On average, 5% of apparel
Instagram ad comments are threats
including spam, malicious links,
unauthorized selling and promotion
of counterfeit goods.
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Spam and scam, competitor
promotions, highly profane
comments and unauthorized sellers
can harm ad performance. They
make the ads look less credible and
people may be hesitant to click on
them. By moderating these
comments and providing a great
user experience, a premium online
retailer was able to increase
conversions by 24%.

TAKE ACTION
Hide harmful comments on ads .
Unauthorized selling and spam on
ads may result in consumer safety
issues and a damaged brand
reputation. Moderating these
comments in real-time enables
advertisers to maintain control
over their campaigns.
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4. Protect brand reputation and
maintain ad performance
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Brand ads are shown to large
audiences, and thus are a
target for keyboard warriors
who take to the comments to
post negative or false claims
about the brand. This often
creates a snowball effect,
filling up comment feeds with
negative comments which
impact brand perception and
ad performance.
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TAKE ACTION
Identify and hide any
inappropriate comments or
brand attacks. We
recommend hiding instead of
deleting comments, as the
comment is hidden to the
public but remains visible to
the commenter and their
friends. This gives you an
opportunity to respond
privately and shift the
conversation away from
public ads.
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BONUS

Gain first-hand insights to improve your
products or advertising campaigns

The comments feed on
brand ads is often a
treasure trove for
discovering what your
audiences are thinking
and feeling.
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For example, 17% out of
all apparel ads analyzed
in a sample of 63 ads
included comments from
consumers asking
brands to consider
diversity when
advertising.

TAKE ACTION
Track important topics
that matter and use
audience feedback to
tweak the campaign
message or creative
direction. Recurring
customer feedback and
requests can even be
passed on to the
product development
team to inform product
strategy.
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BRANDBASTION
Talk to a consultant to learn how we can help
you achieve your holiday campaign goals

Built for scale
BrandBastion provides automated global real-time support on social media 24/7. We help
350+ accounts manage the engagement they receive across their ads and accounts, hiding
harmful comments, issuing alerts for comments that require attention and providing
actionable insight on what’s being said across accounts. The solution runs in 43 languages
enabling brands to run ads at scale, whilst improving the conversations they have with their
customers.
BrandBastion has main offices in Helsinki, Finland and Los Angeles, United States, and we
work with top brands with global presence such as Netflix, MAC Cosmetics, and DealDash to
help them manage engagement on large-scale advertising campaigns effectively.
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